I. Monkeys were trained to react to an arm perturbation according to an instruction delivered prior to the perturbation. There were two possible instructions (push or pull), and monkeys learned to respond accordingly regardless of the direction (push or pull) of the triggering perturbation.
INTRODUCTION
The preceding report showed that an instruction as to the direction of a forthcoming arm movement leads to anticipatory activity in arm area motor cortex neurons even though overt muscular response is delayed while the subject awaits a triggering sensory input to the arm. The triggering sensory input was a perturbation of a rod grasped in the hand which was to respond, and the present report is concerned with motor cortex responses to this input. Since both input and output involved the same body part, it was anticipated that motor cortex responses to this trigger would show two components: a first component corresponding to the somesthetic Received for publication June 23, 1975. evoked responses known to occur in motor cortex neurons of both cat (4, 24, 34) and monkey (1, 2, 28, 35) , and a second component c.orresponding to the discharge known to take place with intended movement occurring either spontaneously or in response to stimuli such as sights or sounds. The first component, dependent on the application of a stimulus to the arm contralateral to the site of motor cortex arm area recording, will be referred to as the reflex component. The second component, dependent on the direction of the intended arm movement triggered by this stimulus, will be referred to as the intended component.
A key goal of the design of this experiment was dissociation of the reflex from the intended components of motor activity. It was in this respect that this study in monkeys differed from previous experiments in monkey (10) or in man (13, 14) . To achieve this dissociation, either of the two possible instructions (ins-pull and inspush) was followed by either of the two possible directions of perturbation (per-pull and perpush). For example, when a monkey was given an instruction to push (ins-push) in response to a subsequent perturbation of its arm, the perturbing trigger could move the arm in either of two possible directions: either toward the monkey (per-pull) or away from the monkey (per-push). When ins-push was followed by per-pull (a perturbation which stretched triceps and opposed the intended push movment), the segmental reflex response in the stretched triceps muscle was of the same sign (+) as the intended response (+), and there was association of the reflex and intended components of the muscle response. But when ins-push was followed by per-push, a triggering perturbation which shortened triceps and assisted the intended push movement, the segmental reflex response (-) in the shortened triceps muscle was opposite to.the intended response (+): now the segmental reflex response of triceps (to becoming shorter while its antagonist was being stretched) was to become less active, and the triceps discharge which occurred when the monkey carried out 1069 the intended push movement was in spite of rather than because of segmental inputs.
This dissociation of reflex from intended response components by the combination of two sorts of instructions with two sorts of triggering perturbations can be seen in motor cortex as well as in muscle, and it will be the purpose of this report to describe the relations between the reflex and intended components of motor cortex discharge.
METHODS
The three monkeys and the methods used in this experiment were the same as those described in the previous report (31). The only information that needs to be added concerning methods pertains to the sequencing of instructions and perturbations. A predetermined pseudorandom order was used to vary the following sets of relations: I) the time (2-5 set) from beginning of hold period to onset of instruction, 2) successive instructions (ins-push or inspull), 3) the time (0.62 s) from instruction to perturbation, 4) successive perturbations (perpush and per-pull). Each instruction was preceded and followed equally often by the opposite or like instruction, Each instruction was preceded and followed equally often by the perpush or per-pull perturbations. Figure 1 shows EMG activity recorded from bic.eps musc.le in association with each of the four possible instruction-perturbation combinations. Of these four combinations, the pairing of ins-pull with per-push is associated with maximum biceps discharge: per-push (which stretches biceps) elicits a biceps tendon jerk (TJ) which is followed by the intended biceps discharge associated with performance of the intended pull movement. At the opposite extreme, little if any biceps activity is evoked when per-pull (which shortens biceps and stretches triceps) follows ins-push, which has called for an intended push movement involving inhibition of biceps. In both of these pairings the reflex and intended responses of biceps are associated. In contrast, pairing of ins-push with the per-push dissociates the reflex and intended components of muscle discharge. Now biceps (which are stretched by per-push) show a TJ but no intended response. For the last of the four combinations (ins-pull followed by per-pull), there is also dissociation of reflex and intended c.omponents: biceps (which are shortened by perpull) show no TJ but does show an intended response, as called for by ins-pull.
RESULTS

Muscle activity
It is apparent in Fig. 1 that an intended response in the stretched muscle is present or absent depending on the volitional set of the subject, as was shown for man by Hammond (14) and by Hagbarth (13). The new finding illustrated in Fig. 1 is that a relatively short-latency intended response is also present or absent in shortened muscle depending on the volitional set of the subject. Figure 1 shows only a slight effect of volitional set on TJ, but averages of sets of trials commonly reveal a reduction of TJ when the prior instruction has specified a movement involving quiescence of the stretched muscle (12). When examined at the level of single motor units using fine-tipped EMG electrodes, the magnitude of this effect of instruction on TJ was seen to vary for different motor units, and we did not seek to determine the factors which may have been responsible for this variation. This observation of the effect of instruction on TJ confirms the finding of Hagbarth in man (7) that the instruction gives rise to spinal reflex changes, presumably as a result of a "presetting" from supraspinal centers. Such effects on TJ in man have also been seen by Evarts and Granit (11) .
PTN activity
The preceding observations on muscle activity pertained to biceps and triceps, two muscles which are reciprocally related to the two movements that monkeys carried out. Just as the foc.us was on reciprocal muscles in studies of the effect of intention on motor responses, so too, analyses of PTN responses were focused on PTNs which were reciprocally related to the push-pull movements. Many PTNs (just as many arm muscles) are related to push and/or pull-but not reciprocally related. Quantitative studies were carried out on 122 PTNs which showed clear modifications of discharge in association with some aspect of the externally driven perturbations and/or the intended movements performed by the monkeys and for which complete sets of recordings (i.e., at least 25 trials for each of the four instruction-perturbation combinations) were obtained. The points of microelectrode entrance into the precentral gyrus for recordings of these 122 PTNs are shown in Fig. 2 . Activity of each of the 122 PTNs was analyzed in relation to both directions of intended movement and each PTN was classified according to whether it showed an increase, a decrease, or no change of discharge frequency. Increases and decreases of activity were identified by means of the response detection procedure described in the previous report (31); the category "no change" consisted of units failing to deviate from control values at the required Of the 122 PTNs, 51 showed an increase of discharge for one direction of intended movement and a decrease of discbarge for the other direction of intended movement and were, therefore, classified as being reciprocally related to intended movement. Most PTNs failing to have such a reciprocal pattern were nevertheless differentially related to execution of push versus pull (e.g., showing an increase of discharge frequency for one direction and no change for the other), but though differential, such PTNs were not classified as reciprocal.
The points of entrance of the microelectrode penetrations which picked up these 51 reciprocal PTNs are shown in Fig. 2 . In addition to being classified according to the way in which it changed when the monkey performed an intended push or pull movement, each PTN was classified according to its response to each direction of motor-driven perturbation of the arm. PTNs showing an evoked increase of discharge frequency for one direction of perturbation and an evoked decrease of discharge frequency for the other direction were not nearly SO common as PTNs reciprocally related to the two directions of intended movement: only 25 of the 122 PTNs showed reciprocal responses to the two directions of perturbation. Of these 25 PTNs which were reciprocally responsive to the perturbation, 20 were within the group of 51 PTNs reciprocally related to active movement. Figure 2 shows the points of microelectrode entrance for these 20 PTNs which were reciprocally related to the monkey's intended movements and also reciprocally responsive to the external displacement of the arm. Within the group of 20 PTNs which were reciprocal both for intended and for perturbation-evoked responses, units which showed increased discharge for a given direction of intended movement almost always showed decreased discharge when the arm was moved in this direction by the action of the tor,que motor. This opposite change for intended versus externally produced movements occurred for 18 of the 20 PTNs. This group of 18 PTNs will be the focus of subsequent analyses in this report. change of perturbation-evoked activity in a PTN as a result of a change of the prior instruction. This PTN was reciprocally related to the pushpull movements, becoming active with push and silent with pull. The per-pull perturbation (which moved the handle toward the monkey, opposing the intended push movement in association with which the neuron discharged) excited the PTN at short latency.
Though this excitation was evoked by the perturbation regardless of the prior instruction, the magnitude and the duration of the excitation were greater when the perturbation followed ins-push instruction than when it followed the ins-pull instruction.
The effect here is analogous to the enhanced triceps TJ when triceps stretch follows ins-push. Comparison of the perturbation-evoked responses of this PTN for the two different instructions ( Fig. 3 ) reveals that the two responses had the same initial onset latency but very different magnitudes and durations. When the prior instruction was ins-pull, the excitation was very brief, terminating after about 10 ms. The time of termination of -the weaker response was taken as of the time when the weaker response fell below the level of statistical significance which defined response occurrence.
Termination times for perturbation-evoked discharge are shown in Table 1 , where it is seen that for the group of 18 PTNs, both mean and median termination times were 40 ms. Of these 18 PTNs, 7 discharged with the intended pull movement and the remaining 11 discharged with the intended push movement. The single heavy dot in each row following the perturbation shows when the handle reached the intended push or pull zone. This PTN was one which discharged with intended push movement and fell silent with intended pull movement.
In the raster at the top, the heavy dot marking completion of the push movement is followed by PTN silence as the monkey pulls back into the "hold zone" to initiate a new trial. In the lower raster, the heavy dot occurs during PTN silence as the monkey pushes back to the hold zone to start a new trial. For further details see text.
triceps stretch. An analogous effect occurs at the cortical level and is shown in Fig. 4 . In this figure differences in PTN discharge for the two rasters with the ins-push instruction are due to differences in the perturbation which triggers the movement specified by the instruction. Analyses were carried out to determine the onset times for intended PTN discharge occurring in spite of an initial reflex inhibitory effect of the perturbation. The results of these analyses for the group of 18 PTNs (Table 1) provide information as to the latency with which a kinesthetic input which initially suppresses PTN discharge can nevertheless trigger PTN excitation if a movement involving activity of the PTN has been called for by the prior instruction. Such activation of PTNs in spite of an initially suppressive effect of the perturbation is presumably dependent on a central program, and the latency of PTN discharge in this situation provides a measure of the delay between a kinesthetic input to the arm and onset of discharge due to a centrally programmed command in the contralateral arm area of the motor cortex. Table 1 shows that this delay has a minimum value of about 50 ms. Figure 5 shows the analogous effect of perturbation direction in triceps muscle, where intended triceps discharge had a latency of 80 ms when triggered by per-push, which shortened triceps and was initially inhibitory in its effect on triceps muscle discharge; intended discharge following triceps stretch occurred 20 ms earlier. Table 1 shows results for 18 of the 20 PTNs which were reciprocally related to intended movement and also reciprocally responsive to the two directions of perturbation.
For these 18 PTNs, reflex excitation occurred in response to a perturbation which opposed (i.e., mismatched) the intended movement with which the PTN discharged.
Of the 20 PTNs, however, 2 were excited by matching directions of active and passive movement. The response pattern for one of these exceptional cases is shown in Fig. 6 . This PTN discharged with intended pull and was also reflexly excited by per-pull. Per-push inhibited this PTN, and intended PTN discharge following this reflex inhibition began at a latency of 50 ms. ADDITIONAL ANALYSES.
Thus far, results have been presented for PTNs which were reciprocal with respect to both intended and reflex responses. However, information as to how PTN activity evoked by a kinesthetic input would differ depending on intended movement could be examined in relation to PTNs which were reciprocally related to intended movement regardless of whether their responses to the two directions of perturbation were reciprocal. Data on the effect of prior instruction on perturbation-evoked activity in this group of "actively"
but not "passively" reciprocal PTNs are shown in Table 2 . It is apparent that in both groups of PTNs, evoked discharge is either eliminated or cut short following an instruction for an intended movement involving PTN silence. The mean offset time for reflex excitation following the "inhibitory' ' instruction was 40 ms for both groups, and the median offset time was 40 ms for the responses in Table 1 and 38 ms for the responses in Table 2 . Thus, prior instructions modify perturbation-evoked PTN respouses similarly regardless of whether the PTN is recip- Latency data, in milliseconds, for the group of 18 PTNs referred to in the text. At the left are onset times for reflex discharge when an excitatory perturbation triggered intended PTN discharge; in all cases the association of these two excitatory factors produced intense PTN discharge lasting at least 100 ms. The central column shows response termination times when the same excitatory perturbation triggered intended PTN silence. For this pairing, reflex PTN discharge was either reduced in duration or (in the six units marked with an asterisk) it failed to reach the level which defined response occurrence. Thus, the center column shows the times when intended PTN inhibition terminated PTN discharge which would have persisted at least 100 ms with the excitatory instruction. Units whose reflex responses were abolished (*) by intended inhibition were assigned termination times corresponding to reflex latencies at the left. At the right are onset times for intended PTN discharge when the inhibitory perturbation triggered intended PTN excitation. In three cases (marked with a dash) the intended discharge following an inhibitory perturbation failed to reach the level which defined response occurrence. rocally responsive to the perturbation (Table 1) or only excited by the perturbation ( Table 2 ). The preceding sections of this paper have now considered 29 of the group of 51 PTNs reciprocally related to intended movement. This leaves 22 PTNs which were reciprocally related to intended movement but on which data have not yet been given. Of these 22 PTNs, 5 were reflexly suppressed by both directions of perturbation, 8 suppressed by one direction of perturbation, and for 9 the effect of the perturbation was not sufficient to reach the statistical criterion that defined responsiveness.
A final comment will be devoted to the 29 PTNs which were excited by one or both directions of perturbation.
For all 29 of these units the direction of perturbation was a critical factor in the initial PTN response. This was obviously bound to be the case for the 20 units which were reciprocally responsive to the two directions of perturbation, but even for the 9 PTNs which were not reciprocally responsive to the perturbation (Table 2) , the perturbation-evoked responses differed depending on perturbation direction. Seven of these nine units were excited by one direction of perturbation but not by the other direction.
The remaining two units of Table 2 were excited by both directions of perturbation, but even for these two PTNs the magnitude of the excitatory response was different for the two sorts of sensory inputs arising from the two directions of perturbation. This effect of the nature of the sensory input on the perturbation-evoked PTN response is emphasized because it contrasts with the relative lack of specificity of the sensory input in the activity evoked by sensory inputs in nucleus ventralis lateralis (15, 19, 20, 30) .
DISCUSSION
Arm area PTN discharge associated with a contralateral arm movement triggered by an input to the responding arm has two components: I) a relatively short-latency reflex component which depends on the nature of the input to the arm, and 2) a longer latency component which depends on the movement that the subject intends to perform. 4 . Four raster displays of PTN discharge show activity occurring 500 ms before and 500 ms after a perturbation which occurred at the center line of the display. The single heavy dot in each row following the perturbation shows when the monkey reached the intended push or pull zone. This PTN, like that of Fig. 3 , was one which discharged with intended push movement and fell silent with intended pull movement. At upper left, an excitatory perturbation elicits reflex PTN discharge which merges with the intended PTN discharge associated with the intended push movement. In contrast, the display at lower right shows reflex inhibition merging with intended silence associated with the intended pull movement. charge appears comparable to discharges which bation-evoked PTN discharge as a result of a number of previous investigators have de-prior instruction might be in part responsible scribed for motor cortex neurons in response to stimulation of cutaneous, muscle, or joint receptors (1, 2, 4, 24, 27, 28, 34, 35) . The second component of PTN discharge is related to the nature of the intended output, and would seem to depend on a central program rather than on the nature of the input which triggers this program. When an excitatory perturbation triggers a movement involving quiescence of the PTN, only the first (or reflex) component of discharge occurs. Conversely, when a movement involving discharge of the PTN is triggered by a perturbation which suppresses activity of the PTN, only the second (or intended) component of PTN discharge occurs.
Analyses were carried out with the aim of determining whether the changes of perturfor the observed changes of motor response. It was found that the timing of the changes of this perturbation-evoked PTN activity was consistent with the hypothesis that PTN output is one of the factors underlying the differences of the intended motor response. This view is also supported by the work of Marsden, Merton, and Morton (18) Response of the triceps muscle to stretching "pull" perturbations (left) and to unloading "push" perturbations (right). To generate these displays, the EMG was rectified and fed to a Philbrick-Teledyne voltage-to-frequency converter whose output had a peak frequency of 1,000 Hz. Pulse outputs were then used to generate the standard raster displays illustrated above. In displays at the top, the prior instruction was ins-push, while for the lower displays the prior instruction was ins-pull. At the left, the triggering perturbations (per-pull) stretched triceps and evoked reflex muscle excitation, while at the right tke triggering perturbations (per-push) shortened the triceps and elicited reflex muscle inhibition. At the upper right there was no TJ and the intended muscle response had a longer latency than at the left where the triceps was stretched following ins-push. At upper left, intended muscle excitation began at a latency of 60 ms, whereas at the right, where the triceps was shortened following a per-push instruction, the intended response had a latency of 80 ms. Rasters show a l-s period of muscle activity, with 500 ms displayed before the perturbation and 500 ms displayed after the perturbation. The central line marks the time of occurrence of the perturbation delivered by the torque motor. citatory actions on cx-motoneurons) are active in advance of the intended (though short-latency) phase of muscle activity and that they can therefore make some contributions to its occurrence.
PTN discharge in association with active and externally produced movement Conrad et al. (5, 6) were the first to show that a brief external disturbance opposing the movement with which a PTN discharged caused a reflex increase of PTN discharge, whereas a disturbance which assisted the movement caused a decrease. The paradigm employed by Conrad et al. involved a self-paced movement with a brief perturbation superimposed on this movement, whereas in the present experiment the perturbation was a maintained torque step delivered with the arm at rest. In spite of these differences, our results confirm those of Conrad et al. in showing that a perturbation opposing (i.e., mismatching) a movement with which a PTN discharges enhances this discharge.
Conversely, an assisting (i.e., matching) perturbation reduces the PTN discharge. The existence of such a relation in the motor cortex parallels the input-output arrangement of the spinal stretch reflex and is consistent with Phillips' (25) hypothesis that increased discharge seen in motor cortex PTNs in relation to increased external loads (8, 9) might occur in response to a signal of mismatch between an "intended" and an actual displacement.
Pathways mediating reflex PTN discharge 6 . Responses in one of the two exceptional PTNs which were excited by a perturbation that matched the direction of intended movement with which the PTN discharged. For both rasters the intended PTN response is excitation, but at left the trigger is reflexly excitatory while at right the trigger is reflexly inhibitory. Latency of reflex excitation and inhibition is 20 ms. At right, intended excitation occurs at 50 ms. Histogram bin width is 10 ms. The single heavier dot in each row at right of center line marks the delivery of reward when the correct zone is entered. the modality of somesthetic input which was strong microstimulation within area 3a, delivdriving the PTNs in these experiments. Phillips ered through the same microelectrode which et al. (26) have shown that inputs arising from had picked up discharges evoked by spindle afmuscle spindles reach cortical area 3a at least 10 ferent discharge, failed to evoke discharge in the ms in advance of the earliest perturbationcorresponding part of area 4. In seeking to relate evoked responses we have observed in' PTNs of the results of Phillips et al. (26) and Wiesenarea 4, but the effectiveness of the linkages be-danger (36) to those of the present experiment, it tween 3a and area 4 PTNs in the monkey remains should be noted that Wiesendanger's finding was uncertain (26). In the cat, Murphy et al. (22, 23) that "pure group I volleys were not effective in found that muscle spindle activation evokes modulating the firing rate of PT neurones." But short-latency (11 ms) activity in regions of motor this does not exclude the possible role of group I cortex which, on microstimulation, give rise to inputs combined with group II, joint and/or contraction of the stretched muscle, and they cutaneous inputs. Furthermore, the failure of proposed that this input-output system might P. Andersen and C. G. Phillips (cited in ref 26) provide a mechanism for rapid adjustments in to discover discharges in area 4 following micortical output in response to load changes. crostimulation in area 3a merely shows that Numerous connections pass from postcentral to stimulation of 3a alone is insufficient to activate precentral cortex (16) in the monkey, but the motor cortex. The possible importance of conhypothesis of a dense three-neuron pathway vergent inputs is emphasized by Wiesendanger leading from spindle primaries to motor cortex (36), who concluded that convergence from difwas ruled out by the finding of Phillips et al. ferent modalities and from different nerves is a (26) that weak muscle-nerve stimulation never characteristic feature for the majority of PTNs.
evoked early responses in area 4, whereas such A role for convergent inputs has also been constimuli (which excited spindle afferents) clearly sidered by Marsden et al. (17) , who proposed excited neurons in area 3a. Even a four-neuron that a cortically mediated servo response might arc in which information reaches area 4 via 3a be dependent on the interactions of muscle, was made unlikely by the finding of P. An-cutaneous, and joint inputs. In addition, recent dersen and C. G. Phillips (cited in ref 26 ) that work of Tatton et al. (32) indicates that lesions of first by cooling the dentate nucleus of the cerebellum. This cooling did not modify the first Latency data, in milliseconds, for the group of nine phase but did reduce and/or delay the second. In PTNs that were reciprocally related to intended our experiments the second phase of activity movement and were excited but not inhibited by the was dissociated from the first by an experimental perturbation. At left are shown onset times for reflex excitation. Two units (a and b) were excited by both paradigm in which the intended motor response directions of perturbation, and are shown twice. The could be varied independently of the perturbaremaining seven units were excited by one direction of tion. It would be of interest to determine the perturbation, and the other direction of perturbation effects of dentate cooling on the intended PTN did not reach the level that defined response occurdischarge which occurs at short latency in spite rence. In the column at the right are shown the re-of an inhibitory perturbation. This discharge sponse termination times when the excitatory perturwould seem to represent a sign of a "central bation triggered intended PTN silence. In three cases program,"
and the results of both Brooks (3) and (marked with an asterisk) the reflex response following Thach (33) imply that a dentate lesion should an inhibitory instruction failed to reach response criterion level. In the remaining eight cases the reflex redisrupt this program.
sponses were greatly shortened. Median termination time was 40 ms for this group, just as for the group Factors affecting latency of intended shown in Table 1 .
responses in PTNs and muscle the postcentral gyrus may eliminate that phase of muscle activity which depends on the motor cortex ' ' reflex. ' '
Intended component of PTN discharge
The preceding section focused on the initial, short-latency reflex component of PTN discharge, the component which depends in large measure on the nature of the kinesthetic input. A second component of PTN discharge depends primarily on the intended movement, and this discharge can occur at latencies of 50 ms even when the initial effect of the perturbing stimulus is to reduce the activity of the PTN. Excitation of PTNs in the course of this intended phase of discharge must involve very different pathways from those involved in the first phase: the second phase of discharge depends on learning and seems to be the manifestation of a central program, while the first phase appears to be automatic and is thus more akin to a reflex. Preliminary experiments reported by Strick (30) indicate that neurons in nucleus ventralis lateralis The intended phase of PTN discharge following an inhibitory perturbation began at 50 ms in the present experiment.
The intended phase of PTN silence following a reflexly excitatory perturbation began somewhat earlier, and in some cases the initial PTN reflex failed to reach the level of statistical significance defining responsiveness. Both of these intended PTN responses (inhibitory and excitatory) preceded the intended phase of muscle response, which in the present experiment began at latencies of about 60 ms in muscles which were stretched by the perturbation and at latencies of about 80 ms in muscles which were shortened by the perturbation.
This 60-ms latency for the intended response when the perturbation involved muscle stretch is considerably greater than the 35-ms latency for what would seem to be a comparable response observed in this laboratory in an earlier experiment (6). Using a paradigm similar to that of the earlier experiment, Tatton et al. (32) First, in the present experiment reward was not dependent on the speed with which the monkey moved the handle into the correct zone, whereas in the two prior experiments (10, 32) reward required both a correct and a rapid response. An effect of pressing subjects to respond quickly has also been observed in studies in human subjects (11) using the same paradigm as employed for the monkeys in the present study. In man, the latency of the intended response varies depending on whether subjects are merely told to follow the instruction or are told to follow the instruction as quickly as possible. A second difference relevant to the 60-ms versus 35-ms latency is that in the previous experiments (10, 32) monkeys always opposed the perturbation, whereas in the present experiment opposition occurred only half the time.
The above-mentioned experiment of Tatton et al. (32) showed that postcentral gyrus ablation eliminated the 35ms component of stretchevoked muscle discharge, and was consistent with the hypothesis that the initial (reflex) component of motor cortex PTN discharge might be relayed via the postcentral gyrus.
Signljkance of trigger modality
Intended arm muscle discharge occurs at shorter latency when the trigger is a disturbance of the arm which is to respond than when the trigger is an auditory or a visual stimulus (7). This shorter reaction time is seen even when the initial reflex effect of the kinesthetic trigger is inhibitory.
For example, intended muscle dis-charge in the present experiment occurred at 80-ms latencies even when the initial effect of the perturbation was inhibitory. If a sound or visual stimulus replaces the arm perturbation in such a paradigm, reaction times are prolonged to at least 120 ms. Comparable observations have been made in man (11) using the same paradigm as the one for the present experiment in monkeys. In studies in human subjects pressed to respond as quickly as possible, intended biceps discharge could be triggered at latencies of 70 ms even by a pertubation which unloaded biceps and was initially inhibitory. In these same human subjects, auditory and visual reaction times exceeded 110 ms, and perturbations of the arm opposite to the one which was to respond also failed to evoke short-latency responses. Thus, the short-latency intended responses depend on triggers delivered to the responding arm. Information as to the receptors which may be involved in mediating this short-latency response in man is provided by observations of Hammond (14) and of Marsden, Merton, and Morton (17). Hammond found that the short-(50 ms) latency responses were not evoked by a tap on the wrist, and Marsden et al. (17) found that the short-(50 ms) latency "servo response" was abolished by blockade of cutaneous and joint inputs from the moving part, even though function of muscle receptors remained unimpaired. Taken together, these studies point to the importance of the combined inputs from a number of different receptors, since muscle afferents alone or cutaneous afferents alone fail to evoke the response. 
